
 

 

 

 

RAHU  & KETU Transit into Signs 

CANCER(Karkat rashi) & 

CAPRICORN (Makar Rashi) 
Coming 18 Months 2017-18 

REPORT –Along with Effective 

Remedies! 

 

 SECTION A –Introduction & Basic Birth 
Data Provided by you 

 

DEAR ABC, 



 

  

Thanks for putting Trust in us. 

 

Your report is Given Below for your kind perusal. 

We take pride in telling you that we provide the most 

scientific, in-depth & comprehensive, accurate  and 

reasonably priced Vedic astrology reports. 

 

 Your Birth Chart: 

ServiceName 

Sade sati report!   

<br> 

email id  

xyx@yahu.com 

Month of birth 

12 

dob 

12 

year of birth 

1966 

time of birth 

23 

first name 

deepak 

middle name 

B J 

last name 

Singh 

minutes of birth 

35 



hour of birth 

11 

place of birth 

Lucknow,UP India 

country 

India 



 

 What are Rahu and Ketu? 



Rahu and ketu are the intersection points of moon on 

the ecliptic, that is the plane in which all the planets 

including, our earth, Jupiter, mars, venus,Saturn 
move. 

As moon’s orbit is a bit oblique with respect to the 

movement of ecliptic( the motion of other planets on 

one plane) , it keeps intersecting the ecliptic plane 

The North node or intersection point is rahu and 
south node is ketu. 

Rahu absorbs all the negative energy to do with 

rebels on this earth, crime,accidents,terrorism  and 

sudden events. It is ruled by number 4. It also rules 

hard work and planning in the positive sense. But 

primarily is a rebel. It increases materialistic lust or 

desire in any person. Rahu is smoky but fiery in 
nature. 

So is true for ketu, it is also  demoniac planet- but it 

cause contraction or virahaa going away from the 

society or material needs and creating the spiritual 

desire. It deals with science and spirituality and 

ghosts .,study, research & yes analysis. Ketu is like 

mars and aggressive and cutting steel like. Kujvata 
ketu.That is like mars are ketu. 

 

 Why Rahu Ketu transit is very Important? 

Rahu ketu as you can see have inherent benefic and 

malefic nature both. Plus they like rahu functions as 

the eighth house lord and ketu has some qualities of 

the third house ( action orientedness)and some of 



the twelfth house( spirituality) and also ninth house 
(dharma).Eighth/twelfth and third house are malefic. 

 

Also rahu and ketu are shadow planets and absorbs 

energy from the house and sign they are placed in. 

Plus also transmit this malefic energy to the first/fifth 

and ninth house from where they are placed in the 
horoscope or kundli. 

So over all they have an intesne and large impact on 
various areas of life. Generally bad than good. 

 How are Rahu and Ketu placed in Your 
Natal Horoscope or Chart? 

In your natal horoscope the shadow planet rahu sits 

on the ninth house of bhava or dharma/religion and 

education and foreign travels and also purva punya 
or past life good luck. 

So it absorbs good energy- also it impacts your 
ninth/first and third and fifth house. 

So over all it helps you stay focused on dharma or 

ethics, would take you to foreign lands for religious 
reasons. You may study a lot of occult and astrology. 

Due to its aspect on first house, you could do a lord 

of dharma related studies but be also rash 
sometimes- that has to be avoided. 



Aspect on third house and fifth means you could do 

something very non conventional in nature and also 
your kids would also study alto. 

Ketu is a cousin of rahu , it is 180 degrees form the 

same and does have almost similar effects as rahu 

as they are symmetrical planets. Ketu in third gives 

you courage and also couregous friends and people 

around. Aspect on seventh means you may connect 
to spiritual people. 

 

 SECTION B –Analysis of your Natal 
Horoscope Or Kundli 

 

 Your Over all personality traits & Destiny 

awareness would help you know how to 

use your potential for career 

betterment(BONUS): 

 You could have gift in music, dance and drama- 

as Venus is well placed in the fifth house of 

yours along with sharing energy with Jupiter. 

 Due to Venus ,You could be attractive, sensual 

and charismatic 

 You could have creative intelligence and be 

learned 

 Due to lagna sun, You could have good health 

and vitality 

 You could have leadership qualities and 

government positions 

 



Also 

 As Leo is a fixed sign, You could be proud and 

attractive- but with a fixed mind 

 You could be peace loving and giving spiritual 

advice 

 Due to Jupiter in twelfth house and energy 

exchange with venus,You could have good 

oratory skills and success in foreign lands 

 You could be wealthy with luxurious habits 

 You would be spending money on friends 

 You could have a soft disposition and a chartable 

nature  

 

 What is the general impact of Rahu and 

ketu in Cancer sign( Karkat rashi) & 
Capricorn sign(Makar rashi)? 

 Now rahu is a fiery shadowy planet and yes it is 

rebellious and aggressive. So you could say excess 

of male  energy is there in rahu and which could be 

used in negative matters. This planet when it gets 

into the watery and sensitive sign of cancer or 

karkat- it’s not comfortable. It is something like if 

you put hot coal into very cold fridge water- what 

would happen? The steam would come up and 
smoke would be everywhere. 

Also moon is karaka for mind and mother so over all 

the mind of people would be agitated and also ladies 

who have kids(mothers ) would be affected more this 

time.Number of rape cases could go high as moon 
also represents family. 



Also ketu getting into Capricorn the active earth  

sign is fair as ketu means fire or heat and earth gets 

stronger with heat. So over all transit of ketu might 

affect the Capricorn maker rashi people more- but 
more or less OK. 

 How are Rahu and Ketu placed in Your 
Natal Horoscope or Chart? 

In your horoscope rahu is placed in the ninth house 

of dharma. You may have a dominating wife and she 

could be of nagging nature as rahu sits in the third 

house of initiatives  of your wife. You have it be 

careful about your ethics and morals. You should 
respect your father and follow the religion well. 

As ketu is in third house of initiatives and also the 

third house is also ruled by karaka mars, so you 

could be having good energy in your arms and be 
adventurous. You have to keep positive actions. 

 SECTION C –Transit or Dynamic Analysis of 
your Natal Horoscope Or Kundli 

 

What is the impact of transit on 18 august 

or even before , for Rahu in your twelfth 

House in Transit and sixth house by Ketu- 
till 7th march 2019? 

 Your Rahu transits in twelfth House in the 

sign of Cancer 
 As rahu comes in the twelfth house of yours in 

your horoscope or kundli (birth chart), so there 



could be disturbance in comforts of bed and also 

you may have less comfort as Venus is partly a 

karaka for the twelfth house. There could be un 

wanted or unexpected travels and confinements 

in hospitals and in rare cases like kidnapping or 

going to jail in some cases. Not to worry but just 

one has to be careful. As rahu comes in the 

house of expenditure money could be lost in the 

process. Also your eyes need proper care. 

 Your Ketu transits in sixth  House in the 
sign of Capricorn 

As ketu comes in the sixth house, your outflow 

or expenditure may increase. Your sixth house 

gets more energy so your Obstacles could 

increase and health issues could increase. Your 

Eyes need special care now. You may also get 

famous. 

 How does Transit rahu and ketu interact 
with your Natal Horoscope planets  

Transit rahu touches your natal Jupiter ruling the 

fifth and eighth house. So you have to take care of 

your sex related thoughts. Also as rahu and twelfth 

house both are karakas for travel you may travel to 

foreign lands now. You should follow the ethics of 
your guru and religion. 

You need to take care of habits of your children or a 

kid as rahu afflicts Jupiter and fifth house both 
presenting your children. 



You may get sudden gain this time. aspect on planet 

sun in fourth house and lord of first and also mercury 

the lord of second and eleventh house suggests that 

you need to take good care of your father’s health 

and also your image. Your health and vitality also 

needs care.unexpectd gains could be there in money 
and status. 

Ketu in sixth house could cause you gain in status in 

coming 2018.You may join a highly specialized job. 

Your focus would be o a highly niche research job or 
creating a tool due to aspect on the tenth house. 

 What are the important Months for you 

when you will experience the peak or 
maximum of the above effects? 

You will face the maximum impact of the above from 

7 November 2017 to February 28 for almost four 
months. 

 What do the Dasha say for 

you?(Complementary BONUS) 

You are running Rahu – Rahu period now. 

Rahu is at around 25 degrees in Aries and so is ketu 

a same degrees. Rahu sitting in ninth house could 

get you more interested in occult and astrology and 

also secret sciences. Plus could make you travel to 
foreign lands. 

You have to avoid rash temper to avoid trouble in 
job and family. 



 

Rahu aspects your third house in horoscope or 

kundli- so you may travel to Arab countries and also 

traveling to countries like Singapore and Malaysia for 
job is possible. 

You might get sudden recognition in office. It is a 

time when organized hard work would pay. Take 

care as things may suddenly turnaround at office 
and home front. 

Money flow may not be very good all the times- 
but sudden changes could be expected 

Relationships have to be guarded with stability- 

too much of restrictions could be a source of 
trouble 

. CAREER: 

. You might have gains in terms of money at this 
time 

.Also expect sudden reversals in situations at office 

. You could expect that an organized effort would 
yield better dividends 

.    You may have to travel for work related matters 

. Avoid any kind of lethargy creeping into work 

. Your boldness at work would pay off. 

. FINANCE: 



.   Possible Boost up in income and financial status 

.   There could be times when there is restriction of 
money flow as well. 

. Earlier savings and investments will be fruitful for 

you. 

. You may expect sudden gains and losses  

. You should secure yourself from any legal matters. 

. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

. There could be problems on the marital front 

. Learn trusting each other more 

. Recognition will improve your social value. 

. Avoid any kind of mistrust from any side. 

. CHILDREN: 

. Some happiest occasion will make you pleased. 

. Your kid’s health needs to be protected- a constant 
vigil would help. 

. Ensure that they are positive and optimistic all the 
time. 

. The key is to maintain a good psychological bent of 
mind. 

. HEALTH: 



. Different ailments in this period. 

. Gastric troubles and indigestion will disturb your 
regular life. 

. Earlier problem may be increase- a constant vigil 

on the health problems is suggested. 

. So conscious about food and traveling in entire 
period. 

. Take special care of mental health in terms of 
keeping yourself open and healthy. 

 

 SECTION D –BONUS Remedies for You 

 

b. Rahu and Ketu Transit Effective Remedies 
For you Remedies to lessen the evil impacts:  

1. Treatment through (Mantra)  

2. Gem and Metal Therapy  

3.   donate to old age homes 

4. Fasting Regimen: very suggested  

5. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED:  

Recitation of OM Namoha Shivaye day by day till the 
end of shani sadhe sati. [attached herewith].  

6. Alms-Giving to poor people:  



At the point when breaking the rahu  – quick some 

almsgiving must be enjoyed: Donate dark cover, 

urad dal, dark tils, oil, calfskin shoes and dim bit of 

material, coarse oat or some iron utensil to a 
meriting individual.  

7. Other Remedies( as Rahu is a close cousin 
of Saturn) :  

(a) Wrap a crude cotton string seven times cycle a 

peepal tree (the blessed fig tree) on a Saturday 

evening and recount the mantra for Saturn. Light a 

light with mustard oil under the tree and look for 

absolution for any offense done intentionally or 
unconsciously before.  

(b) Measure a dark string equivalent to 19 times the 
length of your hand and wear it like a laurel.  

(c) On Saturday cover in an un-worked place a sweet 
made of urad heartbeat, sesame, oil and jaggery. 

 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 



 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


